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https://soundcloud.com/glowingmagus/androgynymovement-pts1-4










FINAL GARMENT SKETCHES

For my final garment, 
I decided to focus 
again on the movement 
theme and the music my 
collaborator wrote. I 
felt that I needed to 
follow through with 
the collaboration, 
though I had veered 
off into other ideas 
with androgyny. I 
loosely crocheted each 
section of the compo-
sition &  brought them 
together for the top 
sweater. The skort is 
my original muslin 
pattern fully finished 
and fitted. I wanted 
to contrast loose and 
firm elements through-
out the look.
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EMMA CLEVELAND // ROMA MENON // ANH LE
[[the band of misfits who fit together]]
ERA PRE-FALL 2015
HTTPS://VIMEO.COM/114207492
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For this project, the class attempted to approach design through free associa-
tion. We did not make mood boards or look up any inspiration images. Instead, 
we spent time draping and sculpting to see what shapes our mind could project. 
On this page are my initial drapes on a half scale form. I’m quite drawn to 
folds and hoods.







ANH LE // 
PUBLIC SCHOOL // 
TARGET //
CFDA

This project was a sub-
mission to the Council 
of Fashion Designers in 
America’s Target schol-
arship. The prompt was 
to pick a CFDA designer 
and imagine their col-
laboration with Target. 
I designed for New York 
brand, Public School. My 
collection is called  
Smolder. This is my 
packaging, a laser-cut 
folio to draw to mind 
ashes, the imagery that 
inspired my mood.
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PAGE SAMPLES ++ FLATS



To me, Public School is about casual reinvention. They’ve had to remake themselves multiple To me, Public School is about casual reinvention. They’ve had to remake themselves multiple 
times, having restarted their first fashion venture in the early 2000s. I think of a phoenix 
rising from the ashes when I think about Public School. So, for my collection I went for a subtle 
ode to the phoenix. I approached designing my pieces with a business woman in mind, someone who 
would need clothes that fit easy and are comfortable for a work day. She has to have something 
to wear every day of the week, so she shops at Target for the price point and easy mix-and-match. 
My collection edges the line of cool, but not too wild for a workplace. I added some tuxedo 
details as a nod to Public School’s menswear origins and their mixing of casual sportwear with 
more formal suiting.





http://8tracks.com/anh-le-982/boy


A collection exploring my conventionals: the food my family cooks and my grandmother’s presence. 
Though she passed away many years ago, my grandmother has always had a big impact in my life. In 
my culture, it is believed that ancestors look after you, even after they have passed away, and I 
honestly feel that Ba Noi (grandmother) has watched over me and been my good luck charm all my life. 

These looks are inspired by what I know of her poise, her spirituality, and her motherly nature. 
This is a collection of comfort, in which I hope to embody the protection and care I have always 
believed she has given me. It is bulky and envelopes the body to portray the modesty that she would 
have kept in her own wardrobe choices. The colors are inspired by traditional Vietnamese 
spices--deep brown anise stars and dark red chili peppers--in contrast with bright blues and 
magentas, the colors she would have seen in the architecture and decor all around her hometown. 
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the end.




